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Abstract—Recently, the benefits of co-scheduling several applications have been demonstrated in a fault-free context, both in terms of performance and energy savings. However, large-scale computer systems are confronted to frequent failures, and resilience techniques must be employed to ensure the completion of large applications. Indeed, failures may create severe imbalance between applications, and significantly degrade performance. In this paper, we propose to redistribute the resources assigned to each application upon the striking of failures, in order to minimize the expected completion time of a set of co-scheduled applications. First, we introduce a formal model and establish complexity results. When no redistribution is allowed, we can minimize the expected completion time in polynomial time, while the problem becomes NP-complete with redistributions, even in a fault-free context. Therefore, we design polynomial-time heuristics that perform redistributions and account for processor failures. A fault simulator is used to perform extensive simulations that demonstrate the usefulness of redistribution and the performance of the proposed heuristics.
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I. Introduction

With the advent of multicore platforms, HPC applications can be efficiently parallelized on a flexible number of processors. Usually, a speedup profile determines the performance of the application for a given number of processors. For instance, the applications in [1] were executed on a platform with up to 256 cores, and the corresponding execution times were reported. A perfectly parallel application has an execution time \( \frac{t_{seq}}{p} \), where \( t_{seq} \) is the sequential execution time, and \( p \) is the number of processors. In practice, because of the overhead due to communications and to the inherently sequential fraction of the application, the parallel execution time is larger than \( \frac{t_{seq}}{p} \). The speedup profile of the application is assumed to be known (or estimated) before execution, through benchmarking campaigns.

A simple scheduling strategy on HPC platforms is to execute each application in dedicated mode, assigning all resources to each application throughout its execution. However, it was shown recently that rather than using the whole platform to run one single application, both the platform and the users may benefit from co-scheduling several applications, hence minimizing the loss due to the fact that applications are not perfectly parallel. Sharing the platform between two applications leads to significant performance and energy savings [2], that are even more important when co-scheduling more than two applications simultaneously [3].

To the best of our knowledge, co-scheduling has been investigated so far only in the context of fault-free platforms. However, large-scale platforms are prone to failures. Indeed, for a platform with \( p \) processors, even if each node has an individual MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures) of 120 years, we expect a failure to strike every \( 120/p \) years, for instance every hour for a platform with \( p = 10^6 \) nodes. Failures are likely to destroy the load-balancing achieved by co-scheduling algorithms: if all applications were assigned resources by the co-scheduler so as to complete their execution approximately at the same time, the occurrence of a failure will significantly delay the completion time of the corresponding application. In turn, several failures may well create severe imbalance among the applications, thereby significantly degrading performance.

To cope with failures, the de-facto general-purpose error recovery technique in HPC is checkpoint and rollback recovery [4]. The idea consists in periodically saving the state of the application, so that when an error strikes, the application can be restored into one of its former states. The most widely used protocol is coordinated checkpointing, where all processes periodically stop computing and synchronize to write critical application data onto stable storage. The frequency at which checkpoints are taken should be carefully tuned, so that the overhead in a fault-free execution is not too important, but also so that the price to pay in case of failure remains reasonable. Young and Daly provide good approximations of the optimal checkpointing interval [5], [6].

This paper investigates co-scheduling on failure-prone platforms. Checkpointing helps to mitigate the impact of a failure on a given application, but it must be complemented by redistributions to re-balance the load among applications. Co-scheduling usually involves partitioning the applications into packs, and then scheduling each pack in sequence, as efficiently as possible. We focus on the second step, namely co-scheduling a given pack of applications that execute in parallel, and leave the partitioning for further work. This is because scheduling a given pack becomes a difficult endeavor with failures (and redistributions), while it was of linear complexity without failures. Given a pack, i.e., a set of parallel tasks...
that start execution simultaneously, there are two main opportunities for redistributing processors. First, when a task completes, the applications that are still running can claim its processors. Second, when a failure strikes a task, that task is slowed down. By adding more resources to it, we hope to reduce the overall completion time. However, we have to be careful, because each redistribution has a cost, which depends on the volume of data that is exchanged, and on the number of processors involved in redistribution. In addition, adding processors to a task increases its probability to fail, so there is a trade-off to achieve in order to minimize the expected completion time of the pack.

The major contributions of this work are the following:

- the design of a detailed and comprehensive model for scheduling a pack of tasks on a failure-prone platform;
- the NP-completeness proof for the problem with redistributions;
- the design and assessment of several polynomial-time heuristics to deal with the general problem with failures and redistribution costs.

This work provides an important extension to our previous work on co-schedules [3], which already demonstrated that sharing the platform between two or more applications can lead to significant performance and energy savings [2]. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work to consider co-schedules and failures, and hence to use malleable applications [7], [8] to allow redistributions of processors between applications. More related work on models for parallel applications and resilience are discussed in the companion research report [9].

We point out that co-scheduling with packs can be seen as the static counterpart of batch scheduling techniques, where jobs are dynamically partitioned into batches as they are submitted to the system (see [10] and the references therein). Batch scheduling is a complex online problem, where jobs have release times and deadlines, and where only partial information on the whole workload is known when taking scheduling decisions. On the contrary, co-scheduling applies to a set of applications that are all ready for execution. In this paper, as already mentioned, we restrict to a single pack, because scheduling already becomes difficult for a single pack with failures and redistributions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The model and the optimization problem are formally defined in Section II. In Section III, we expose the complexity results. We introduce some polynomial-time heuristics in Section IV, which are assessed through simulations using a fault generator in Section V. Finally, we conclude and provide directions for future work in Section VI.

II. Framework

We consider a pack of $n$ independent malleable applications $\{T_1, \ldots, T_n\}$, and an execution platform with $p$ identical processors subject to failures. We assume $n \leq p$ in failure-free problems and $2n \leq p$ when accounting for failures, due to the use of the double checkpointing model. The objective is to minimize the expected completion time of the last application. First, we define the fault model in Section II-A. Then, we show how to compute the execution time of an application in Section II-B, assuming that no redistribution has occurred. The redistribution mechanism and its associated cost are discussed in Section II-C, and the objective function is detailed in Section II-D.

A. Fault model

We consider fail-stop errors, which are detected instantaneously. To model the rate at which faults occur on one processor, we use an exponential probability law of parameter $\lambda$. The mean (or MTBF) of this law is $\mu = \frac{1}{\lambda}$. The MTBF of an application depends upon the number of processors it is using, hence changes whenever a redistribution occurs. Specifically, if application $T_i$ is (currently) executed on $j$ processors, its MTBF is $\mu_{i,j} = \frac{\mu}{j}$ (see [11, Proposition 1.2] for a proof).

To recover from fail-stop errors, we use a light-weight checkpointing protocol called the double checkpointing algorithm, or buddy algorithm [12], [13]. This is an in-memory checkpointing protocol, which avoids the high overhead of disk checkpoints. Processors are paired: each processor has an associated processor called its buddy processor. When a processor stores its checkpoint file in its own memory, it also sends this file to its buddy, and the buddy does the same. Therefore, each processor stores two checkpoints, its own and that of its buddy. When a failure occurs, the faulty processor looses these two checkpoint files, and the buddy must re-send both checkpoints to the faulty node. If a second failure hits the buddy during this recovery period (which happens with very low probability), we have a fatal failure and the system cannot be recovered. Note that the number of processors assigned to each application must be even.

We enforce periodic checkpointing for each application. Formally, if application $T_i$ is executed on $j$ processors, there is a checkpoint every period of length $\tau_{i,j}$, with a cost $C_{i,j}$. We now explain how to compute the cost $C_{i,j}$ of a checkpoint when application $T_i$ executes with $j$ processors. Let $m_i$ be the memory footprint (total data size) of application $T_i$. Each of the $j$ processors holds $\frac{m_i}{j}$ data, which it must send to its buddy processor. The time to communicate a message of size $s$ is $\beta + \frac{s}{\tau}$, where $\beta$ is a start-up latency and $\tau$ the link bandwidth. We derive that

$$C_{i,j} = \frac{m_i}{j} + \beta.$$  

As for the checkpointing period $\tau_{i,j}$, we use Young’s formula [14] and let

$$\tau_{i,j} = \sqrt{2\mu_{i,j}C_{i,j} + C_{i,j}}.  \quad (1)$$

Because $\tau_{i,j}$ is a first order approximation, the formula is valid only if $C_{i,j} \ll \mu_{i,j}$. When a fault strikes, there is first a downtime of duration $D$, and then a recovery period of duration $R_{i,j}$. We assume that $R_{i,j} = C_{i,j}$.
while the downtime value $D$ is platform-dependent and not application-dependent.

B. Execution time without redistribution

To compute the expected execution time of a schedule, we first have to compute the expected execution time of an application $T_i$ executed on $j$ processors subject to failures. We first consider the case without redistribution (but taking failures into account). Let $t_{i,j}$ be the execution time of application $T_i$ on $j$ processors in a fault-free scenario. Let $t_{i,j}^R(\alpha)$ be the expected time required to compute a fraction $\alpha$ of the total work for application $T_i$ on $j$ processors, with $0 \leq \alpha \leq 1$. We need to consider such a partial execution of $T_i$ on $j$ processors to prepare for the case with redistributions.

Recall that the execution of application $T_i$ is periodic, and that the period $\tau_{i,j}$ depends only on the number of processors, but not on the remaining execution time (see Equation (1)). After a work of duration $\tau_{i,j} - C_{i,j}$, there is a checkpoint of duration $C_{i,j}$. In a fault-free execution, the time required to execute the fraction of work $\alpha$ is $\alpha t_{i,j}$, hence a total number of checkpoints of

$$N_{i,j}^R(\alpha) = \left\lceil \frac{\alpha t_{i,j}}{\tau_{i,j} - C_{i,j}} \right\rceil. \quad (2)$$

Next, we have to estimate the expected execution time for each period of work between checkpoints. We are able to calculate the expectation of one period of work according to an MTBF value and a number of processors. The expected time to execute successfully during $T$ units of time with $j$ processors (there are $T - C$ units of work and $C$ units of checkpoint, where $T$ is the period) is equal to $\left( \frac{1}{\lambda j} + D \right) (e^{\lambda j T} - 1) [11]$. Therefore, in order to compute $t_{i,j}^R(\alpha)$, we compute the sum of the expected time for each period, plus the expected time for the last (possibly incomplete) period. This last period is denoted as $\tau_{last}$ and defined as:

$$\tau_{last} = \alpha t_{i,j} - N_{i,j}^R(\alpha)(\tau_{i,j} - C_{i,j}). \quad (3)$$

Note that $\tau_{last}$ is depending on $\alpha$ because $\tau_{last}$ represents the incomplete fraction of $\tau_{i,j} - C_{i,j}$ at the end of the application. The first $N_{i,j}^R(\alpha)$ periods are equal (of length $\tau_{i,j}$), hence have the same expected time. Finally, we obtain:

$$t_{i,j}^R(\alpha) = e^{\lambda j R_{i,j}} \left( \frac{1}{\lambda j} + D \right) \left( N_{i,j}^R(\alpha)(e^{\lambda j \tau_{last-1}} - 1) + (e^{\lambda j \tau_{last}} - 1) \right). \quad (4)$$

In a fault-free environment, it is natural to assume that the execution time is non-increasing with the number of processors. Here, this assumption would translate into the condition:

$$t_{i,j}^R(\alpha) \leq t_{i,j}^R(\alpha) \quad \text{for } 1 \leq i \leq n, 1 \leq j < p, 0 \leq \alpha \leq 1. \quad (5)$$

However, when we allocate more processors to an application, even though the work is further parallelized, the probability of failures increases, and the corresponding waste increases as well. Therefore, adding resources to an application is useful up to a threshold. After this threshold, we have $t_{i,j}^R(\alpha) \geq t_{i,j}^R(\alpha)$. In order to satisfy Equation (5), we restrict the number of processors assigned to each application, and never assign more processors than the previous threshold. In other words, if $T_i$ is already assigned $j$ processors, we consider assigning more processors to it only if $t_{i,j+1}^R \leq t_{i,j}^R$. Formally, this defines a maximum number of processors, $j_{max}(i)$, for each application $T_i$:

$$j_{max}(i) = \min \{ j \suchthat t_{i,k}^R \geq t_{i,j}^R \text{ for all } k > j \}, \quad (6)$$

and we assume that $t_{i,j+1}^R \leq t_{i,j}^R$ for all $j < j_{max}(i)$.

Another common assumption for malleable applications is that the work is non-decreasing when the number of processors increases [7]; this amounts to say that no super-linear speed-up is possible. Hence, we assume here that for $1 \leq i \leq n, 1 \leq j < p$ and $0 \leq \alpha \leq 1$, $(j+1) \times t_{i,j+1}^R(\alpha) \geq j \times t_{i,j}^R(\alpha)$.

For convenience, we denote by $t_i^U$ the current expected finish time of application $T_i$ at any point of the execution. Initially, if application $T_i$ is allocated to $j$ processors, we have $t_i^U = t_{i,j}^R(1)$.

C. Redistributing processors

There are two major cases for which it may be useful to redistribute processors: (1) in a fault-free scenario, when an application ends, it releases processors that can be used to accelerate other applications, and (2) when an error strikes, we may want to force the release of processors, so that we can assign more processors to the application that has been slowed down by the error.

1) Fault-free scenario: We first consider a simplified scenario without checkpoint (nor failure), in order to explain how redistribution works. Consider for instance that $q$ processors are released when application $T_2$ ends. We can allocate $q_1$ new processors to application $T_1$, and $q_3$ new processors to application $T_3$, where $q_1 + q_3 = q$. This redistribution will take some time (redistribution cost $RC_i$, detailed below), after which $T_1$ and $T_3$ will resume execution, and we first need to compute the new expected completion time for their remaining fraction of work.

Consider that a redistribution is conducted at time $t_e$ (the end time of an application), and that application $T_i$, initially with $j$ processors, now has $k = j + q > j$ processors. What will be the new finish time of $T_i$? The fraction of work already executed for $T_i$ is $\frac{t_i}{t_{i,j}}$, because the application was supposed to finish at time $t_{i,j}$ (see Figure 1). The remaining fraction of work is $\alpha = 1 - \frac{t_i}{t_{i,j}}$, and the time required to complete this work with $k$ processors is $t'$, where $\frac{t'}{t_{i,k}} = \alpha$, hence

$$t' = \alpha t_{i,k} = \left( 1 - \frac{t_e}{t_{i,j}} \right) t_{i,j}. \quad (7)$$

Furthermore, we need to add a redistribution cost: when moving from $j$ to $k = j + q$ processors, the application $T_i$ must redistribute its $m_i$ data across the processors. The application keeps its initial $j$ processors, which now hold
too much data, and enrolls \( q = k - j \) new processors, which have no data yet. Each of the original \( j \) processors initially holds \( \frac{m_j}{k} \) data and will keep only \( \frac{m_j}{k} \) after the redistribution; it sends \( \frac{m_j}{jk} \) data to each of the newly enrolled \( q \) processors, thereby keeping \( \frac{m_j}{k} - (k-j) \frac{m_j}{jk} = \frac{m_j}{k} \) data. In turn, each new processor receives \( \frac{m_j}{jk} \) data from \( j \) processors and duly gets \( \frac{m_j}{k} \) data in the end.

What is the best schedule for such a redistribution, and what time does it require? We first account for a constant start-up overhead \( S \), paid for initiating the redistribution call. Then we adopt a realistic one-port communication model [15] where a processor can send and receive at most one message at any time-step. Independent communications, involving distinct sender/receiver pairs, can take place in parallel; however, two messages sent by the same processor will be serialized. Recall that the time to communicate a message of size \( s \) is \( \beta + \frac{s}{2} \). To schedule the redistribution, we build a bipartite graph \( G \) with \( j \) nodes on the left and \( q \) nodes on the right, and we count the number of rounds required to schedule the redistribution. Thanks to Konig’s theorem [16], we obtain a number of rounds equal to \( \max(j, k-j) \) (see [9] for details), and the redistribution cost is

\[
RC_{i}^{j \rightarrow k} = S + \max(j, k-j) \times \left( \frac{m_i}{jkT} + \beta \right). \tag{7}
\]

Needless to say, we would perform a redistribution if the cost of redistribution is lower than the benefit of allocating new processors to the application, i.e., if

\[
t_t^{i,j} - (t_e + t’) > RC_{i}^{j \rightarrow k}.
\]

2) Accounting for failures: When struck by a fault, an application needs to recover from the failure and to re-execute some work. While the application loads were well-balanced initially in order to minimize total execution time, now the faulty application is likely to exceed its expected execution time. If it becomes the longest application of the schedule, we try to assign it more processors so as to reduce its completion time, hence redistributing processors.

Because we use the double checkpointing algorithm as resilience model, we consider processors by pairs. We aim at redistributing pairs of processors either when an application is finished, at time \( t_e \) (as in the fault-free scenario discussed in Section II-C1), or when a failure occurs, say at time \( t_f \). In each case, we need to compute the remaining work, and the new expected completion time of the applications that have been affected by the event. Given an application \( T_i \), we keep track of the time when the last redistribution or failure occurred for this application, denoted as \( t_{lastR_i} \). At time \( t \) (corresponding to the end of an application or to a failure), we know exactly how many checkpoints have been taken by application \( T_i \) executed on \( j \) processors since \( t_{lastR_i} \), and we let this number be \( N_{i,j} \):

\[
N_{i,j} = \left\lfloor \frac{t - t_{lastR_i}}{t_t^{i,j}} \right\rfloor. \tag{8}
\]

We begin with the case of an application completion: consider that an application finishes its execution at time \( t_e \), hence releasing some processors. We consider assigning some of these processors to an application \( T_i \) currently running on \( j \) processors. The fraction of work executed by \( T_i \) since the last redistribution is \( t_e - t_{lastR_i} - N_{i,j} C_{t_i,j} \), because we have to remove the cost of the checkpoints, during which the application did not execute useful work.

We apply the same reasoning for the second case, when a fault occurs. In this case, we need to consider the application \( T_i \) where the failure stroke, and other applications \( T_{i’} \) from which we would remove some processors (in order to give them to \( T_i \)).

- Consider that application \( T_i \) is running on \( j \) processors and subject to a failure at time \( t_f \). Therefore, \( T_i \) needs to recover from its last valid checkpoint, and the fraction of work executed by \( T_i \) corresponds to the number of entire periods completed since the last failure or redistribution \( t_{lastR_i} \), each followed by a checkpoint. We can express it as \( \frac{N_{i,j} \times (t_t^{i,j} - C_{t_i,j})}{t_t^{i,j}} \).

- At time \( t_f \), consider application \( T_{i’} \), on which we perform a redistribution, moving from \( j’ \) to \( j’ - q \) processors, with \( q > 0 \). The fraction of work executed by \( T_{i’} \) can be computed as in the application ending case scenario: it is \( \frac{t_f - t_{lastR_i} - N_{i’,j} C_{t_{i’},j’}}{t_t^{i’,j’}} \).

Finally, for any application subject to a redistribution or a failure, let \( \alpha_i \) be the remaining fraction of work to be executed by \( T_i \), that is \( 1 \) minus the sum of the fraction of work executed before \( t_{lastR_i} \) and the fraction of work expressed above (computed between \( t_{lastR_i} \) and \( t_e \)).

Similarly to the fault-free scenario, \( RC_{i}^{j \rightarrow k} \) denotes the redistribution cost for application \( T_i \) when moving from \( j \) to \( k \) processors. Redistribution can now add \( (k > j) \) or remove \( (k < j) \) processors to application \( T_i \), and the cost is expressed as:

\[
RC_{i}^{j \rightarrow k} = S + \max(\min(j, k), |k-j|) \times \left( \frac{m_i}{kjT} + \beta \right). \tag{9}
\]

We are now ready to compute the new values of \( t_{lastR_i} \) for all applications subject to a failure or a redistribution, and we illustrate the different scenarios in Figure 2. Let \( t \) be the time of the event (end of application \( t = t_e \), or failure \( t = t_f \)), and consider that a redistribution is done either for a faulty application \( T_i \) or for another
application $T_i$. After a redistribution, we always start by taking a checkpoint before computing with the new period. Therefore, if a fault occurs, we do not have to redistribute again.

For the faulty application $T_i$, the new value of $t_{\text{last}R_i}$ hence becomes $t_{\text{last}R_i} = t + D + R_{i,j} + RC_{i,j}^{T_i} + C_{i,k}$ (we need to account for the downtime and recovery). However, if $T_i$ is performing a redistribution but it was not struck by a failure, it can start the redistribution at time $t$: either it is getting new processors that are available following the end of an application, or it is using less processors and can perform its redistribution. In all cases, we have $t_{\text{last}R_i} = t + RC_{i,j}^{T_i} + C_{i,k}$. Note that we can have processors involved simultaneously in two redistributions, as they will only receive data from the other processors of the faulty application $T_i$, and send data to the other processors of the non-faulty application $T_i$. We assume that sends and receives can be done in parallel without slowdown.

Finally, the expected finish time of an application $T_i$ for which we have updated $t_{\text{last}R_i}$ becomes $t_{\text{last}R_i} = t + RC_{i,j}^{T_i} + C_{i,k}(\alpha_i)$, where $k$ is the new number of processors on which $T_i$ is executed, and $\alpha_i$ the remaining fraction of work. Similarly to the fault-free scenario, we give extra processors to an application only if the new expected finish time $t_{\text{last}R_i}^T$ is lower than the one with no redistribution.

Note that we consider that we cannot enroll processors that have not yet finished the current redistribution, i.e., if an event happens between $t$ and $t_{\text{last}R_i}$ in Figure 2, the processors involved in $T_i$ and $T_i'$ cannot be considered for a new redistribution.

### D. Objective function

We can now state the objective function:

**Definition 1 (CoSched).** Given $n$ malleable applications $\{T_1, \ldots, T_n\}$, their speedup profiles, and an execution platform with $p$ identical processors subject to failures with individual rate $\lambda$, minimize the maximum of the expected completion times of the applications. Redistributions are allowed only when an application completes execution or is struck by a failure (with a cost specified in Section II-C).

### III. Complexity results

We first consider the CoSched problem without redistributions in Section III-A and provide an optimal polynomial-time algorithm. Then, we prove that the problem becomes NP-complete with redistributions, even in a fault-free scenario (Section III-B).

#### A. Without redistributions

Aupy et al. [3] designed a greedy algorithm to solve the problem with no redistribution, in a fault-free scenario. Their algorithm (called OPTIMAL-1-PACK-SCHEDULE) therefore works with $t_{i,j}$ values instead of $t_{i,j}^T$, and minimizes the execution time of the applications. As a minor detail, it does not take into account the fact that the number of processors assigned to an application must always be even in our setting, because we use the double checkpointing algorithm. It is not difficult to extend this algorithm to solve the problem with failures, but still without redistributions:

**Theorem 1.** The CoSched problem without redistributions can be solved in polynomial time $O(n)$, where $n$ is the number of applications.

**Proof.** We define a function $\sigma$ such that $\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sigma(i) \leq p$, where $\sigma(i)$ is the number of processors assigned to $T_i$. A schedule with no redistribution corresponds to a unique function $\sigma$, because the number of processors remains identical throughout the whole execution.

The fraction of work that each application must compute is $\alpha = 1$, and we use the notation $T_i \Rightarrow T_j$ if $t_{i,j}^\sigma(1) \leq t_{j,j}^\sigma(1)$. Then, Algorithm 1 returns in polynomial time a schedule that minimizes the expected execution time. It greedily allocates processors to the longest application while its expected execution time can be decreased. If we cannot decrease the expected execution time of the longest application, then we cannot decrease the overall expected execution time, which is the maximum of the expected execution times of all applications.

The proof that this algorithm returns an optimal cost schedule is similar to the proof in [3]. We replace $t_{i,j}$ by $t_{i,j}^\sigma(1)$, and instead of adding processors one-by-one, we add them two-by-two. Consequently, there are at most $(p-2n)/2$ iterations. The complexity of Algorithm 1 is $O(p \times \log(n))$. $\square$

Note that we added a test in Line 8 to check whether there is hope to decrease the expected execution time of the longest application. If $T_i$ has reached its maximum enrollment with $\sigma(i^*)$ processors (according to the threshold $j_{\text{max}}(i^*)$ defined with Equation (6)), then we cannot decrease its expected execution time. In the following,
in such situations, we aim at making good use of extra processors through redistributions.

B. With redistributions

We can easily build examples to show the difficulty of CoSCHED when redistributions are allowed, even when there are no failures: (i) Algorithm 1 is no longer optimal because it may give processors to an application with a poor speedup profile (i.e., it does not gain much from the additional processors); and (ii) the greedy variant where remaining processors are allocated to the application with the best speedup profile can also lead to non-optimal schedules (see the companion research report [9] for details). Intuitively, these little examples show that CoSCHED seems to be of combinatorial nature when redistributions are taken into account, even with zero cost.

To establish the complexity of the problem with redistributions, we consider the simple case with no failures. Therefore, redistributions occur only at the end of an application, and any application changes at most n times its number of processors, where n is the total number of applications. We further consider that the redistribution cost is a constant equal to $S$, i.e., we let $\beta = 0$ and $\tau = +\infty$ in Equation (9). Even in this simplified scenario, the problem is NP-complete:

**Theorem 2.** With constant redistribution costs and without failures, CoSCHED is NP-complete (in the strong sense).

**Proof.** We consider the associated decision problem: given a bound on the execution time $D$, is there a schedule whose expected execution time does not exceed $D$? The problem is obviously in NP: with $n$ applications, there are at most $n-1$ redistributions, hence $n$ intervals during which processor assignment remains constant for all applications. Given a schedule and the list of resources assigned to each application within these $n$ intervals, it is easy to check in polynomial time that it is valid and that its execution time does not exceed the bound $D$.

To establish the completeness, we use a reduction from 3-PARTITION [17] with distinct integers (which remains strongly NP-complete [18, Corollary 7]). We consider an instance $I_1$ of 3-PARTITION: given an integer $B$ and 3m distinct positive integers $a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_{3m}$ such that for all $i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, 3m\}$, $B/4 < a_i < B/2$ and with $\sum_{i=1}^{3m} a_i = mB$, does there exist a partition $I_1, \ldots, I_m$ of $\{1, \ldots, 3m\}$ such that for all $j \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$, $|I_j| = 3$ and $\sum_{i \in I_j} a_i = B$? Letting $M = \max_{1 \leq i \leq 3m} (a_i)$, we can assume w.l.o.g. that $B \leq 3M$, otherwise there is no solution to $I_1$.

We build an instance $I_2$ of our problem, with $n = 4m$ applications and $p = n$ processors. We let $D = 3M + 2$ be the bound on the execution time. For each redistribution, each application whose processor number changes, simply pays the constant overhead $S = \frac{M}{3m} < 1$ (communication costs are set to zero). For $1 \leq i \leq 3m$, we have the following execution times: $t_{i, 1} = a_i$, and $t_{i, j} = \frac{3a_i}{4}$ for $j > 1$ (these are small applications, and the work is strictly larger when using more than one processor). The last $m$ applications are identical, with the following execution times: for $3m + 1 \leq i \leq 4m$, $t_{i, j} = \frac{4M - 3B - 9S}{2}$ for $1 \leq j \leq 4$, and $t_{i, j} = \frac{5}{2}(4D - B - 9S)$ for $j > 4$ (these are large applications with a total work equal to $4D - B - 9S$ for $1 \leq j \leq 4$, and a strictly larger work when using more than four processors). It is easy to check that the execution times are non-increasing with $j$, and that the work $j \times t_{i, j}$ is non-decreasing with $j$ for all applications. Note that $4D - B - 9S > D$. Clearly, the size of $I_2$ is polynomial in the size of $I_1$. We now show that instance $I_1$ has a solution if and only if instance $I_2$ does.

Suppose first that $I_1$ has a solution. Let $I_k = \{a_{i, k}, a_{2, k}, a_{3, k}\}$, for $k \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$. We build the following schedule for $I_2$: initially, each application has a single processor. When an application $T_i$ finishes its execution (at time $a_i$), with $1 \leq i \leq 3m$, its processor is redistributed to application $T_{3m+k}$, given that $a_i \in I_k$. Both the single processor of $T_i$ and each currently enrolled processor of $T_{3m+k}$ pay a time overhead $S$ for this redistribution, see Figure 3 for an illustration. Because the $a_i$’s are all distinct, the successive redistributions occur at different time-steps, and the redistribution intervals of size $S$ do not overlap. Each application $T_{3m+k}$ starts...
with 1 processor and proceeds first with 2 processors (then paying an overhead $S$ for its single processor before the redistribution), then with 3 processors (then paying an overhead $S$ for each of its two processors before the redistribution), and finally with 4 processors (then paying an overhead $S$ for each of its three processors before the redistribution) for some time in the end of its execution, because $M + S < D$. The total overhead due to the redistributions involving the three small tasks giving resources to $T_{3m+k}$ is therefore $9S$. Now, each application $T_{3m+k}$ always executes with an optimal work profile, and actually completes its execution in time $D$. Indeed, the 4 processors finally assigned to $T_{3m+k}$ have to complete a total work of $a_{1,k} + a_{2,k} + a_{3,k} + 4D - B - 9S = 4D - 9S$, and there are exactly $3(D - S) + D - 6S = 4D - 9S$ time slots available for computations. Again, because $M + S < D$, all small applications also complete before the deadline, and we have a solution to $T_2$.

Suppose now that $T_2$ has a solution. Initially, we have one processor per application, because there are exactly $n$ processors and $n$ applications. We first show that each small application $T_i$ terminates before the end of the schedule, and that its processor must be redistributed. Indeed, $a_i \leq M < D$, and if we do not redistribute the processor assigned to $T_i$ when it completes, then this processor stays idle for $D - a_i > D - M$ time steps. But the total work to execute is at least $\sum_{i=1}^{3m} a_i + m \times (4D - B - 9S) = m(4D - 9S)$, assuming perfect parallelism. If the remaining $n - 1$ processors work all the time, they contribute for $(n-1)D$. If the processor assigned to $T_i$ works at most $M$ time-steps, we must have $m(4D - 9S) \leq (n-1)D + M$, or equivalently $9mS \geq D - M$. But $D - M > 2$, and $9mS \leq 1$ by definition of $S$, a contradiction.

Because the $a_i$’s are distinct, the $3m$ redistributions at the end of the $3m$ small tasks do not overlap. The first $m$ redistributions involve at least another application running on one processor, which also loses $S$ time-steps. The next $m$ redistributions involve at least another application running on two processors, which costs $2S$ work units, and finally the last $m$ redistributions involve at least another application running on three processors, hence costing $3S$ work units. Altogether, we have at least $9mS$ work units for redistribution costs. But the total work is at least $nD - 9mS$, and the area of the computing window is $nD$. This means that we pay exactly $9mS$ for redistributions, and that all the work is perfectly parallel. We now draw two consequences:

- When a small task completes, the redistribution of its processor involves a single other application (otherwise we would end with strictly more than $9mS$ redistribution overhead).
- This processor is redistributed to a large application, because all the work is perfectly parallel.

There are $3m$ processors to redistribute to $m$ large applications, and none of them can receive more than $3$ processors, again because all the work is perfectly parallel. Hence, each large application is assigned exactly 3 new processors throughout its execution. Formally, for $1 \leq k \leq m$, the large application $T_{3m+k}$ receives processors from 3 small applications $T_i$ with $i \in I_k = \{a_{1,k}, a_{2,k}, a_{3,k}\}$, for $k \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$. The total work of these four processors is $4D - B - 9S + a_{1,k} + a_{2,k} + a_{3,k}$ and there are $4D - 9S$ available time-steps for them. Hence $a_{1,k} + a_{2,k} + a_{3,k} \leq B$. This is true for all triplets of small applications, and because $\sum_{i=1}^{3m} a_i = mB$, we must have an equality for each triplet, hence the solution to $T_1$.

**Remark.** We conjecture that COSSched remains NP-complete with zero redistribution cost. This is because of the combinatorial exploration suggested by the examples. But this remains an open problem!

### IV. Heuristics

In this section, we introduce polynomial-time heuristics to solve the general COSSched problem with both failures and redistributions. Before performing any redistribution, we need to choose an initial allocation of the $p$ processors to the $n$ applications. We use the optimal algorithm without redistribution discussed in Section III-A (Algorithm 1).

We first discuss the general structure of the heuristics in Section IV-A. Then, we explain how to redistribute available processors in Section IV-B, and the two strategies to redistribute when failures occur in Section IV-C. The pseudo-codes for all algorithms are available in the companion research report [9].

#### A. General structure

All heuristics share the same skeleton: we iterate over each event (either a failure or an application termination) until total remaining work is equal to zero. If some applications are still working for a previous redistribution, (i.e., the current time $t$ is smaller than $t_{\text{lastR}}$ for these applications), then we exclude them for the next redistribution, and add them back into the list of applications after the current redistribution is completed. If an application ends, we redistribute available processors as will be discussed in Section IV-B. Then, if there is a failure, we calculate the new expected execution time of the faulty application. Also, we remove from the list the applications that end before $t_{\text{lastR}}$, and we release their processors.

Afterwards, we have to choose between trying to redistribute or do nothing. If the faulty application is not the longest application, the total execution time has not changed since the last redistribution. Therefore, because it is the best execution time that we could reach, there is no need to try to improve it. However, if the faulty application is the longest application, we apply a heuristic to redistribute processors (see Section IV-C).

#### B. Redistribution when an application ends

When an application ends, the idea is to redistribute the processors that it releases in order to decrease the
expected execution time. The easiest way to proceed consists in adding processors greedily to the application with the longest execution time, as was done in Algorithm 1 to compute an optimal schedule. This time, we further account for the redistribution cost, and update the values of \( \alpha_i \), \( t_{lastR_i} \), and \( t^j_i \) for each application \( i \) that encountered a redistribution. Therefore, this heuristic, called ENDLOCAL, returns a new distribution of processors.

Rather than using only local decisions to redistribute available processors at time \( t \), it is possible to recompute an entirely new schedule, using the greedy algorithm Algorithm 1 again, but further accounting for the cost of redistributions. This heuristic is called ENDGREEDY.

Now, we need to compute the remaining fraction of work for each application, and we obtain an estimation of the expected finish time when each application is mapped on two processors. Similarly to Algorithm 1, we then add two processors to the longest application while we can improve it, accounting for redistribution costs.

Note that we effectively update the values of \( \alpha_i \) and \( t_{lastR_i} \) for application \( T_i \) only if a redistribution was conducted for this application. It may happen that the algorithm assigns the same number of processors as was used before. Therefore, we keep the updated value of the fraction of work in a temporary variable \( \alpha_i^j \) and update it whenever needed at the end of the procedure.

C. Redistribution when there is a failure

Similarly to the case of an application ending, we propose two heuristics to redistribute in case of failures. The first one, \textsc{ShortestApplicationsFirst}, takes only local decisions. First, we allocate the \( k \) available processors (if any) to the faulty application if that application is improvable. Then, if the faulty application is still improvable, we try to take processors from shortest applications (denoted \( T_i \)) in the schedule, and give these processors to the faulty application, until the faulty application is no longer improvable, or there are no more processors to take from other applications. We take processors from an application only if its new execution time is smaller than the execution time of the faulty application.

The second heuristic, \textsc{IteratedGreedy}, uses a modified version of the greedy algorithm that initializes the schedule (Algorithm 1) each time there is a failure, while accounting for the cost of redistributions. This is done similarly to the redistribution of ENDGREEDY explained in Section IV-B, except that we need to handle the faulty application differently to update the values of \( \alpha_f \) and \( t_{lastR_f} \).

V. Simulations

To assess the efficiency of the heuristics defined in Section IV, we have performed extensive simulations. The simulation settings are discussed in Section V-A, and results are presented in Section V-B. Note that the code is publicly available at http://graal.ens-lyon.fr/~abenoit/code/redisb, so that interested readers can experiment with their own parameters.

A. Simulation settings

To evaluate the quality of the heuristics, we conduct several simulations, using realistic parameters. The first step is to generate a fault distribution: we use an existing fault simulator developed in [19], [20]. In our case, we use this simulator with an exponential law of parameter \( \lambda \). The second step is to generate a fault-free execution time for each application (the \( \tau_{i,j} \) value). We use a synthetic model to generate the execution profiles in order to represent a large set of scientific applications. The application model that we use is a classical one, similar to the one used in [3]. For a problem of size \( m \), we define the sequential time:

\[ t(m, 1) = 2 \times m \times \log_2(m). \]

Then, we can define the parallel execution time on \( q \) processors:

\[ t(m, q) = f \times t(m, 1) + (1 - f) \frac{t(m, 1)}{q} + \frac{m}{q} \log_2(m). \]

The parameter \( f \) is the sequential fraction of time, we fix it to \( f = 0.08 \). So 92% of time is considered as parallel. The factor \( \frac{m}{q} \log_2(m) \) represents the overhead due to communications and synchronizations. Finally, we have \( t_{i,j}(m_i) = t(m_i, j) \) where \( t_{i,j}(m_i) \) is the execution time for application \( T_i \) with a problem of size \( m_i \) on \( j \) identical processors.

Finally, we assign to each application \( T_i \) a random value for the number of data \( m_i \) such that: \( m_{inf} \leq m_i \leq m_{sup} \). We set \( m_{inf} = 1,500,000 \) and \( m_{sup} = 2,500,000 \) to have execution times long enough so that several failures are likely to strike during execution. With such a value for \( m_{sup} \), the longest execution time in a fault-free execution is around 100 days. We also consider two different data distribution cases, (i) very heterogeneous with \( m_{inf} = 1,500 \), and (ii) homogeneous with \( m_{inf} = 2,499,000 \), and detailed results for these distributions are available in [9].

The cost of checkpoints for an application \( T_i \) with \( j \) processors is \( C_{i,j} = C_{i}/j \), where \( C_i \) is proportional to the memory footprint of the application. We have \( C_i = m_i \times c \), where \( c \) is the time needed to checkpoint one data unit of \( m_i \). The default value is \( c = 1 \), unless stated otherwise.

The synchronisation cost value \( S \) is fixed to \( S = 0 \) for all following experiments. Finally, the MTBF of a single processor is fixed to 100 years, unless stated otherwise.

Note that we assume that a failure can strike during checkpoints but not during downtime, recovery and while the processor is performing some redistribution.

B. Results

To evaluate the heuristics, we execute each heuristic 50 times and we compute the average makespan, i.e., the longest execution time in the pack. We compare the makespan obtained by the heuristics to the makespan (i) in a faulty context without any redistribution (worst case), and (ii) in a fault-free context with redistributions (best
The number of processors assigned to each application.

...With efficiency of both heuristics. Applications increases the efficiency of applications increases. When the number of processors increases, the number of processors assigned to each application is fixed to $n = 1000$. We obtain a gain of more than 40% due to redistributions. The reason is that when $n$ increases, the number of processors assigned to each application decreases, then heuristics have more flexibility to redistribute.

Note that, as expected, IteratedGreedy is better than ShortestApplicationsFirst, because it recom- putes a complete new schedule at each fault, instead of just allocating available processors from shortest applications to the faulty application. Using EndGreedy with IteratedGreedy does not improve the performance, while EndGreedy is useful with ShortestApplicationsFirst, hence showing that complete redistributions are useful, even when only performed at the end of an application. Similar results can be observed in the homogeneous and heterogeneous cases, and similar conclusions are drawn when varying $p$ for a fixed value of $n$ (see [9]).

c) Impact of MTBF: Figure 6 shows the impact of the MTBF on the performance of redistributions. We vary the MTBF of a single processor between 5 years and 125 years. When the MTBF decreases, the number of failures increases, consequently the performance of both heuristics decreases. The performance of IteratedGreedy is closely linked to the MTBF value. Indeed, it tends to favor a heterogeneous distribution of processors (i.e., applications with many processors and applications with few processors). If an application is executed on many processors, its MTBF becomes very small and this application will be hit by more failures, hence it becomes even worse than without redistribution!

d) Impact of checkpointing cost: Figure 7 shows the impact of the checkpointing cost on a platform with 100 applications and 1000 processors. To do so, we multiply the checkpointing cost by $c$ in Figure 7 (recall that $c$ is the time needed to checkpoint one data unit). When $c$ decreases, the performance of the heuristics increases and the gap between the execution time in a fault-free context and a fault context becomes small. Indeed, if checkpoints are cheap, a lot of checkpoints can be taken, and the average time lost due to failures decreases.

Additionally, we show in [9] that the sequential fraction of time $f$ of the applications also has an impact on performance: as expected, when applications are more parallel, the redistribution is more efficient.

e) Summary: Altogether, we observe that IteratedGreedy achieves better performance than ShortestAppli-
with silent errors. This would require adding verification mechanisms to detect such errors.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have designed a detailed and comprehensive model for scheduling a pack of applications on a failure-prone platform, with processor redistributions. We have introduced a greedy polynomial-time algorithm that returns the optimal solution when there are failures but no processor redistribution is allowed. We have shown that the problem of finding a schedule that minimizes the execution time when accounting for redistributions is NP-complete in the strong sense, even with constant redistribution costs and no failures. Finally, we have provided several polynomial-time heuristics to redistribute efficiently processors at each failure or when an application ends its execution and releases processors. The heuristics are tested through extensive simulations, and the results demonstrate their usefulness: a significant improvement of the execution time can be achieved thanks to the redistributions.

Further work will consider partitioning the applications into several consecutive packs (rather than one) and conduct additional simulations in this context. We also plan to investigate the complexity of the online redistribution algorithms in terms of competitiveness. It would also be interesting to deal not only with fail-stop errors, but also

Figure 7: Impact of checkpointing cost.